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1 
This invention relates to mass spectrometry 

and particularly to improvements in apparatus 
whereby undesirable effects of negative ions are 
minimized or eliminated. 
In mass spectrometry a sample to be analyzed 

is first ionized as by bombardment with an elec 
tron beam. Positive ions are thus produced and 
are collimated into a heterogeneous ion bean 
which is propelled into the influence of suitable 
electric or magnetic fields. These fields act upon 
the beam to disperse it into a plurality of spatially 
Separated homogeneous beans, each of which is 
composed of ions of a given mass-to-charge ratio, 
i. e. Specific mass. One or more of these individ 
ual beams is selectively focused on and dis 
charged at a Collector electrode, the resultant dis 
charge current constituting a measure of the 
abundance of the ions of a given Specific mass. 

In the process of directing these ion beams 
from the point of origin to the point of collection, 
positive ions, particularly those not in focus, are 
caused to strike and discharge lip-on Confining 
metal surfaces. In this process negative ions of 
considerable energy are produced at the point of 
impact of the positive ions with the metal Sur- : 
face. The negative ions are emitted to travel in 
a circular path from the point of their origin 
until they strike a conductive surface and dis 
charge. The radius of curvature of the path of 
travel of such ions is a function of their initial 
energy, and the direction of travel is invariably 
counter to the direction of curvilinear travel of 
the positive ions responsible for their formation. 
If such negative ions impinge upon a collector 
electrode oriented to receive positive ions they 
will develop at the collector electrode a spurious 
signal which, if overlapping or superimposed on 
the signal produced by discharge of positive ions, 
will lead to erroneous interpretation of the net 
discharge signal. 
In usual practice the beams of positive ions are 

selectively focused on the collector electrode 
through an aperture or “resolving slit' in a bar 
rier electrode. Such a resolving slit provides a 
high degree of Selectivity so that adjacent ion 
masses, i. e. ion beams not in direct focus on the 
resolving slit, Will discharge at the barrier elec 
trode or on the metal surfaces of the confining 
closure adjacent the barrier electrode. Because 
of the curvilinear path of travel of the negative 
ions they do not generally approach the resolving 
slit in a perpendicular plane but rather at an 
angle determined by the point of origin and the 
radius of the curvature of the ion. Accordingly, 
I have provided improvements in mass spectrom 
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eters adapted to take advantage of the above de 
Scribed characteristics of negative ions to selec 
tively trap and collect these ions without inter 
ference with the travel of positive ion beams or 
with the collection of positive ions. 
The invention contemplates in a mass spec 

trometer comprising an ion source, an analyzer 
tube in which ions are segregated into beams in 
accordance with their specific mass, a collector 
electrode upon which ion beams are selectively 
discharged and resolving means for selectively 
passing a given ion beam to the collector, the 
improvement comprising auxiliary electrode 
means interposed ahead of the collector elec 
trode outside the path of positive ions and so 
arranged as to cause collection of negative ions 
and thereby prevent their access to the collector 
electrode. 
The invention also contemplates the entirely 

new concept of removing negative ions as an in 
fluence in the measurement of positive ions and 
involves the method of selectively trapping the 
negative ions at a point or points outside the 
path of positive ion flow to a collector electrode, 
Such removal being Conveniently accomplished in 
terms of apparatus in the manner above de 
scribed, but being not so limited. The provision 
of auxiliary collecting means is the presently pre 
ferred method of carrying out the selective re 
moval of negative ions, but since removal thereof 
can also be accomplished by appropriate trapping 
fields the invention is not limited to the specific 
apparatus illustrated, and in general contem 
plates the method of selectively removing such 
negative ions regardless of the apparatus em 
ployed for such purpose. 
The invention will be more clearly understood 

with reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion thereof taken in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawing in which: 

Fig. 1 is a reproduction of a recording trace 
representing the discharge current at a collector 
electrode when negative ions are not selectively 
removed in accordance with the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a conven 
tional 180 mass spectrometer provided with se 
lective negative ion collecting means in accord 
ance with one embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic section view of the 
collection System of a mass spectrometer of the 
type shown in Fig. 2 illustrating an alternative 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 illustrating yet 
another alternative embodiment of the inven 

55 tion; and 
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Fig. 5 is yet another view similar to Fig. 3 illus 
trating a fourth alternative embodiment of the 
invention. 

Referring to Fig. 1 of the drawing the recorded 
trace it there reproduced includes peaks A and 
B typical of the maSS 8 and 9 peaks of a con 
ventional analysis with negative peaks C and D 
preceding respectively the positive peaks A and 
B. The negative peak C is produced as the re 
sult of negative ions developed as mass 8 ions 
strike the metal Surfaces adjacent the instru 
ment resolving slit prior to focus on the slit to 
form the peak A. The negative peak is sim 
ilarly formed as a consequence of discharge of 
ions of mass 9 prior to focusing these ions 
through the resolving sit to develop peak B. 
The trace of the figure has been considerably 
simplified in the Spatial separation of the peaks 
C and D from the positive peaks A and B. in 
actual practice, however, the negative peaks often 
overlap or are entirely obscured by the adjoining 
positive peaks so as to introduce an error into 
the peak reading. It is for this reason that it 
is desirable in accordance with the invention to 
renove negative ions as an influence in the dis 
charge current developed at a collector electrode. 
A typicai mass spectrometer is shown dia 

grammatically in Fig. 2. The instrument con 
prises an ion Source 2 including a sample inlet 
f3, electron beam. A developed at an electron gun 
(not shown), a so-called repeller electrode 5, a 
first apertured accelerating electrode 6, a sec 
Ond apertured accelerating electrode and a 
So-called ion Source circuit 8 adapted to supply 
appropriate potentials to each of the ion Source 
electrodes and to the electron gun. The second 
accelerating electrode gives access to an anal 
yzer tube 2 which terminates at its opposite end 
in a barrier electrode 22. The particular instru 
Yalent illustrated is an isotope measuring instrul 
inent for which purpose the barrier electrode 22 
is provided with two resolving apertures 22A, 
22B and two collector electrodes 24, 25 aligned 
respectively with the apertures 22A, 22.B. ihe 
two collector electrodes are in turn coranected 
to a ratio measuring circuit 26. The details 
of the ion Source circuit 8 and ratio nea,Suring 
circuit 25 are Well known and form no part of 
the present invention. The ion source, analyzer 
tube and collector system are enclosed within an 
envelope 28 provided with an exhaust line 29 
communicating with an evacuating System (not 
ShoWn). 

In operation, ions formed in the ion Source 
by the electron beam 4 are propelled under the 
influence of potentials established between the 
several electrodes in the ion source as a hetero 
geneous beam into and through the analyzer tube 
20. While passing through the tube 28 the ions 
are subjected to a transverse magnetic field by 
magnet means (not shown) under the influen3e 
of which the beam disperses into a plurality of 
separate beams each composed of ions of a differ 
ent mass-to-charge ratio. Three Such Separate 
ion beams are identified as beams a, b and C iii. 
the figure. As illustrated, the beams a and b are 
focused through the resolving slits 22A, 22B re 
spectively and discharge at the collector elec 
trodes 24, 25 respectively, the ratio of the ion 
currents thereby produced being measured at 
the ratio circuit 26. Beam c, representative of 
ion beams not focused on the resolving slits, 
strikes the walls of the analyzer chamber ad 
jacent the barrier electrode 22 and there dis 
charges. In this process negative ions are given 
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off traveling in circular paths represented by 
the dotted lines 7. The direction of rotation of 
these ions is counter to the direction of curva 
ture of the path of the beam C. Hence, as illus 
trated, the negative ions tend to approach the 
resolving Slits 22A, 22B. 

in the enin bodiment shown in Fig. 2 provide 
a pair of conductive bafiles 32, 33 extending in 
Wardly from the barrier electrode 22 and dis 
posed adjacent the resolving slitS 22A, 22B re 
Spectively and on the side thereof toward the 
Center of curvature of the analyzer tube. Since 
the negative ions travel in circular paths they 
do not approach the resolving Slit in a perpen 
diculai plaine and hence can be trapped and dis 
charged by oafiles as illustrated projecting into 
the analyzer tube and shielding the respective 
leSolving Slits. 
The Collection end of a conventional mass 

Spectrometer is shown schematically in Fig. 3 
including analyzer tube 40, barrier electrode 6 
at the end of the analyzer tube, collector eiec 
trode 42, a shield electrode 63 substantially en 
closing the collector electrode, all contained with 
in an envelope 44. Disposed between the bar 
rier electrode A and the collector electrode is a 
Series of apertured electrodes is electrically con 
inected to a Suppressor grid control circuit 4 
which Supplies appropriate potentials to the elec 
trode 46 to Suppress passage of ions of less than 
a predetermined energy. The advantages of a 
SuppreSSOr grid Systein for in no part of the pres 
ent invention and have been previously described 
in the patent iterature. In addition to having 
a Suppressor grid System, the particular instru 
ment shown in Fig. 3 differs from that shown in 
Fig. 2 in having only a single aperture 4A in 
the barrier electrode. Such a single resolving 
Siit is conventional in all but special types of 
naSS Spectrometers, that is, in the ordinary 
analytical Inass spectrometer not involving iso 
tope ratio measurement or anticipation circuits. 
in this instruinent ion beams striking the bar 

Tier electrode 4 in the process of being brought 
into focus on the resolving slit. A will, in the 
Sage manner as above described, develop nega 
tive ions. Again the paths taken by these nega 
tive ions are circular and of a radius propor 
tional to their energy. Thus some of the nega 
tive ions will follow a circular path from the 
point of inception on the inner Surface of the 
barrier electrode which carries then through the 
IeSolving Slit A and into the influence of the 
field established by the Suppressor grid. Since 
this field is such as to regel positive ions of OW 
energy, it will at the same time attract negative 
ions and unless precautions are taken Sonne of 
Such negative ions will find their Way through 
the suppressor grid system to the collectO' elec 
trode 42. To avoid this undesirable result, and 
in accordance with the invention, I provide an 
auxiliary apertured electrode 48 interposed be 
tween the barrier electrode 4 and the suppressor 
grid Systein 45 and maintained at the Sane por 
tential as the barrier electrode 4 . In many in 
stances, and as illustrated, this is a ground po 
tential. The auxiliary electrode f3 serves to 
protect the barrier electrode from the influence 
of the field established by the suppressor grid Sys 
tein so that the negative ions passing through the 
resolving slit is A will foilow the path represented 
by the dotted line n insensitive to the effects of 
the suppressor grid. 
Another form of collection System is shown in 

the partial view of Fig. 4 which, like Fig. 3, is a 
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Schematic diagram of the collection portion of a 
naSS Spectrometer. In this particular instance the 
maSS Spectronetter is provided with dual collectors 
50, 52 to which positive ions gain access through 
a l'eSolving slit 53A in a barrier electrode 53 form 
ing the end of an analyzer tube 54. The first co 
lector electrode 52 is apertured off-center with re 
Spect to the barrier aperture i3A to give access to 
the collector electrode 52, different ion beams 
thereby being simultaneously discharged on the 
two Collectors 5 and 52. Such simultaneous col 
lection of different ion beams on different collec 
tor electrodes is used for isotope ratio measure 
Inent and also for anticipation purposes where it 
is desired to set the sensitivity of a recorder in ac 
COrdance with the abundance of ions of a given 
ImaSS prior to collection thereof on the ultimate 
CollectOr electrode. One arrangement of dual 
Collectors has been illustrated in Fig. 2, Fig. 4 
merely showing a different arrangement of such 
Collectors. In the case of the apparatus of Fig. 4 
Wherein the first collector electrode 5G is em 
ployed for anticipation purposes only, the effects 
of What negative ions inay Collect thereon are 
not Sufficiently pronounced to interfere with the 
anticipation function. However, negative ions 
formed on the analyzer tube or formed at the 
Collector 5 itself may very well pass through 
the aperture 5A in the collector 59 to gain ac 
ceSS to the collector 52. io prevent this inter 
pose an electrode trap 56 between the collector 
it and the collector 52, the trap comprising a 
rectangulai electrode system apertured at op 
posite sides to give access from aperture 58A 
to the collector 52, but of Such dimensions that 
ions following a circular path through the aper 
ture 59A will Strike upon and discharge On the 
electrode system 5 irrespective of their radius 
of curvature within the theoretical limits there 
of. Collector electrodes 58 and 52 are connected : 
to a Sensing circuit 5 which, in this case, takes 
the form of an anticipation circuit operable to 
adjust the sensitivity of the sensing and record 
ing network responsive to signals from the col 
lector 59 and to thereupon record the COrre 
sponding signal from the ultimate collector 52. 
A mass spectrometer substantially similar to 

that shown in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5 and in 
cludes the same collectors 50, 52, barrier elec 
trode 53 in the end of analyzer tube 54 and hav 
ing a resolving aperture 53A with ion flow being 
through the aperture 53A to strike the anticipa 
tory collector 5 or to pass through the aperture 
50A therein to strike the ultinate collector 52. 
As in the foregoing instrument, the collector 
electrodes 50 and 52 are connected to a Sensing 
circuit 53. In this particular embodiment the 
electrode trap 56, as shown in Fig. 4, is replaced 
by a single electrode 8 apertured at 60A and 
having a tubular extension 6B extending into 
the cup of collector electrode 52. The purpose 
of the extension 6GB is the same as that of the 
electrode trap 56, namely to collect negative ions 
whose paths carry them through the apertures 
50A and 69A. The apparatus of Fig. 5 is not as 
highly efficient as that of Fig. 4 since certain 
negative ions are produced on the collector elec 
trode 52 itself, and it is desirable that these neg- . 
ative ions be discharged also on the collector 
electrode, for which reason the collector elec 
trodes are frequently cup-shaped, as shown. If 
any of the negative ions produced at the collec 
tor electrode discharge elsewhere than. On the 
collector electrode, a faulty discharge signal is 
thereby induced, and since the tubular extension 
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60B does collect a fraction of the negative ions 
developed at the collector electrode as well as 
those developed elsewhere, a Small error Will re 
main. However, this error is Smaller than that 
produced by uncontrolled negative ions and the 
System of Fig. 5, although secondary in efficiency 
to that of Fig. 4, is still Superior to any Systern 
in Which negative ions are ignored. 

Principally the invention involves Selective col 
lection of negative ions at a point or points out 
Side the path of positive ions focused on positive 
ion collection electrodes, the auxiliary selective 
collection means for the negative ions being ori 
ented, bearing in mind the curvilinear paths of 
Such negative ions and the maximum theoreti 
cal radius. Of Such paths. With this considera 
tion it is possible to arrange the geometry of the 
System. Such as to prevent access of any substan 
tial number of negative ions to the principal col 
lector electrode. Different orientation of such 
auxiliary Selective collectors may be devised for 
Various types of instruments without departing 
from the Scope of this invention, and various re 
fineinentS. Such as biasing Such electrodes to at 
tract the negative ions will occur to those skilled 
in the art. 

I claim: 
1. In a maSS Spectronetter COriprising an ion 

Source, an analyzer tube in which positive ions 
are segregated into beams in accordance with 
their specific nass, a collector electrode upon 
Which ion beans are selectively discharged, and 
resolving means for selectively passing a given 
ion bear to the collector, the improvement con 
prising auxiliary electrode means interposed in 
front of the coector electrode oitSide the path 
Of positive iOS and so arranged as to cause col 
lection of negative ions and thereby prevent their 
access to the coiector electrode. 

2. In a maSS Spectrometer comprising an ion 
Source, an analyzer tube in which positive ions 
are Segregated into beams in acordance with 
their Specific mass, a resolving slit at an end of 
the analyzer tube through which an ion beam 
inay be selectively focused, and a collector elec 
trode disposed to collect positive ions passing 
through the resolving slit, the inprovenient, 
which comprises at least one auxiliary electrode 
disposed adjacent, the resolving sit and displaced 
from the path of the ion bean focused on the 
leSolving slit, the auxiliary, electrode being 
adapted to induce collection of negative ions and 
thereby prevent access thereof to the collector 
electrode. 

3. in a maSS Spectrometer comprising an ion 
Source, an analyzer tube in which positive ions 
are segregated into beams in accordance with 
their Specific mass, a barrier electrode at an end 
of the analyzer tube including a resolving slit 
through which an ion beam may be selectively 
focused, a collector electrode disposed to collect 
positive ions passing through the resolving slit 
and a Suppressor grid disposed between the bar 
Irier electrode and the collector electrode, the in 
provement which comprises an auxiliary aper 
tured electrode disposed between the barrier elec 
tl'Ode and SuppreSSOr grid, and means maintain 
ing the auxiliary electrode at a potential to shield 
the barrier electrode from the influence of the 
SuppreSSOr grid so that negative ions will not be 
attracted to the SuppreSSOr grid. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein the 
barrier electrode and auxiliary electrode are at 
the same potential. 

5. In a mass spectrometer comprising an ion 
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Source, an analyzer tube in which positive ions 
are segregated into bearins in accordance With 
their specific mass, a barrier electrode disposed at 
an end of the analyzer tube and having a re 
Solving slit therein through which an ion beam 
may be selectively focused, and a collector elec 
trode disposed to collect ions passing through 
the resolving slit, the improvement which com 
prises at least one auxiliary collection means dis 
posed adjacent the resolving slit and displaced 
from the path of the ion beam focused on the 
resolving slit, the auxiliary electrode being 
adapted to collect negative ions and thereby pre 
vent access thereof to the collector electrode. 

6. Apparatus according to claiin 5 wherein the 
auxiliary collection means comprising at least 
one baffle extending from the barrier electrode 
into the analyzer tube from a point adjacent the 
resolving slit. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 5 wherein the 
auxiliary collection means comprises an electrode 
trap, apertured to pass positive ions and disposed 
between the barrier electrode and the collector 
electrode whereby ions having paths differing 
from the passed positive ions will, if passed 
through the resolving slit, impinge upon and dis 
charge at the electron trap. 

8. In a mass spectrometer comprising an iOil 
Source, an analyzeir tube in which ions are segre 
gated into beams in accordance with their specific 
mass, a barrier electrode disposed at an end of 
the analyzer tube and having a pair of Spaced 
resolving slits through which ion beams may be 
Selectively focused, a pair of collector electrodes 
disposed respectively to collect ions passing 
through the resolving slits, the inprovement 
which comprises conductive baffles extending 
from the barrier electrode into the analyzer tube, 
one of such barriers being disposed adjacent each 
resolving slit, the conductive ba?ilies being adapted 
to collect negative ions and thereby present, ac 
cess thereof to the collector electrode. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 wherein the 
analyzer tube is curvilinear and barriers are dis 
posed on the sides of said resolving slits towards 
the center of cuiryature of the tube. 

10. In & IaaSS spectrometer comprising an ion 
Source, an analyzer tube in which ioins are seg 
regated into beans in accordance with their spe 
cific mass, a barrier electrode disposed at an end 
Of the analyzer tube and having a resolving slit 
through which ion beans imay be selectively 
focused, a first collector electrode disposed to 
collect ions passing through the resolving slit, 
the first collector electrode having an aperture 
adapted to pass a part of the ions traversing the 
resolving Siit, and a Second collector electrode 
disposed to collections passing through said aper 
ture, the improverin&nt which comprises an aux 
iliary electrode disposed between the first and 
Second collector electrodes and apertured to pass 
positive ions, the auxiliary electrode being adapt 
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8 
ed to collect negative ions and thereby prevent 
access thereof to the collector electrode. 

li. Apparatus according to claim 10 wherein 
said auxiliary electrode coinprises an apertured 
plate electrode and a tubular extension project 
ing from the plate coaxially with the aperture 
and to Ward the second collector. 

12. Apparatus according to claim i0 wherein 
Said auxiliary electrode comprises first and sec 
Ond apertured disks Spaced apart in the direction 
of positive ion travel from the first to the second 
collector electrodes and electrically connected to 
each other. 

13. In a mass spectrometer comprising an ion 
Source, aia analyzer Libe in which ions of a given 
polarity are Segregated into beans in accordance 
With their specific mass, a collector electrode upon 
which ion beams are selectively discharged, and 
l'eSolving means for selectively passing a given 
ion beain to the collector, the improvement coin 
piising auxiliary electirode means interposed in 
front of the collector electiode outside the path 
of ions of Said given polarity and so arrainged as 
to cause collection of ions of opposite polarity 
than the ions of Said given polarity and thereby 
prevent access of said ions of opposite polarity to 
the collector eiectiode. 

14. In a nass spectronaeter comprising an ion 
Source, an analyzer tube in which ions of given 
polarity are Segregated into bearins in accordance 
Witil their Specific aass, a resolving slit at an 
end of the analyzer uige through which an ion 
beani may be selectively focused, and a collector 
electrode disposed to collections of said given 
polarity passing through the resolving slit, the 
in provement which comprises at least one aux 
iliary electrode disgosed adjacent the resolving 
slit displaced from the path of an ion beam 
focused on the resolving slit, the auxiliary elec 
ti'Ode being adapted to induce collection of ions 
of Opposite polarity froin the ions of said given 
polarity and thereby prevent access of said ions 
of opposite poiarity to the collector electrode. 

15. in a mass Spectrometer comprising an ion 
Source, an analyzer tube in which ions are seg 
regated into beams of ions of given polarity and 
in accordance with their specific mass, a barrier 
electrode disposed at an end of the analyzer tube 
and having a pair of Spaced resolving slits through 
which ion beams may be selectively focused, a 
pair of collector electrodes disposed respectively 
to collections passing through the resolving sits, 
the improvement which comprises conductive 
baffles extending from the barrier into the ana 
lyzer tube, one of such barriers being disposed 
adjacent each resolving sit, the conductive 
baffles being adapted to collections of opposite 
polarity from Said given polarity and thereby 
prevent access of Said ions of opposite polarity 
to the collector electrode. 

No references cited. 


